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Drawn from three decades of parish ministry experience,
Steward of Stories opens the delightfully complex and nuanced
world of the congregation to a wider audience beyond, but
including, local parish pastors. Each chapter brings together
dramatically different stories about ordinary ministry
situations organized around a core thematic connection,
including pastoral incidents focused on topics like "Paying
Attention," "Marry Me," and "Time to Go." Linking these
together is the interwoven wisdom of an experienced pastor
who encourages readers to consider the theological and
ministry challenges at stake for us all. Clearly written and
highly accessible, these vignettes are meant for lay and clergy
audiences alike, especially as they come together in their
mutual life in Christian community. These are stories about
real people drawn from actual events--accounts that will
prompt thoughtful contemplation and conversation among the
faithful about saints and sinners in everyday congregations and
situations. Each chapter concludes with helpful questions for
use in both educational settings and individual study. This book
is ideal for personal reflection or group discussion and will
stimulate a richer awareness of the challenges and
opportunities we all face in the ministries we share.
The pew edition of the prayer book of the Anglican Church of
Canada. Includes: the Divine Office; Baptism and
Reconciliation; the Holy Eucharist; the Proper of the Church
Year; Pastoral Offices; Episcopal Offices; Parish Thanksgiving
and Prayers; the Psalter; and Music. (ABC).
Janet Peterman presents a variety of healing and comforting
rituals that can be used in situations that are likely to be
encountered in congregations but yet are not typically treated
in standard liturgies. Peterman offers her reflections on the
significance of rituals and includes a broad spectrum of rituals
for personal use, for life in the home or at church, for use in
the wider community, or for help in leading to transformation.
She concludes by describing a seven-step process for creating
new rituals and suggests ways to adapt existing worship
materials for use in new settings. This much-needed resource
will help pastors and lay leaders develop their own skills and
insights for creating liturgies and rituals that provide relief,
healing, and support for those in congregations who are faced
with critical and life-altering situations.
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Volume II: A Commentary on Liturgical Texts
The Lutheran Church Review
Recovering a Death of Our Own
A Pastor's Guide
The Special Service Worship Architect
Lutheran Service Book
"If Christian hope is reduced to the salvation of the soul in a heaven beyond death," wrote
Jürgen Moltmann, "it loses its power to renew life and change the world, and its flame is
quenched." Thomas Rausch, SJ, agrees, arguing that too often the hoped-for eschaton has been
replaced by an almost exclusive emphasis on the "four last things"-death and judgment, heaven
and hell. But eschatology cannot be reduced to the individual salvation. In his new book, Rausch
explores eschatology's intersections with Christology, soteriology, ecclesiology, and, perhaps
most intriguingly, liturgy. With the early Christians, he sees God's future as a radically social
reality, already present initially in Christian worship, especially in the celebration of the
Eucharist. This fresh and insightful work of theology engages voices both ancient and
contemporary.
The only concise reference about spiritual belief systems that is clinically relevant to nursing
care Distilling the religious and spiritual practices of more than 30 distinct belief systems, this
unique nursing reference provides quick access to essential information. The invaluable
resource spells out clinically relevant information from each tradition and provides nursing
implications for each religion or denomination. Written by an internationally known scholar on
spirituality, religion, and nursing care, the book was also reviewed by experts on each tradition
and belief system. Individual chapters focus on a religious tradition or group of related
traditions and includes a brief socio-historical context of the religion, beliefs and practices
pertinent to health and health care, and bulleted information about nursing implications for
obstetric, perinatal and pediatric care. Acute and chronic care, hospital and community-based
care, and end-of-life care are also covered. The resource provides useful assessment tips,
comforting messages, resources for further support, and additional guidance to help nurses
practice religiously sensitive care. Key Features: Written in consistent, bulleted format for
speedy access to information Covers more than 30 religions, denominations, and cultures
encountered by nurses in North America Provides religious information specific to nursing care
Includes assessment tips, comforting messages, and resources for additional support Serves as a
text for undergraduate and advanced practice nursing students
This reference work incorporates the insights and expertise of leading liturgists and scholars of
liturgy at work today, comprising 200 entries on important topics in the field, from vestments
and offertories to ordination and divine unction. It is systematically organized and
alphabetically arranged for ease of use. It also includes comprehensive bibliographies and
reading lists, to bring the work fully up to date and to encourage further reading and research.
The Lutheran Companion
Toward Recovering an Eschatological Imagination
Religion: A Clinical Guide for Nurses
Christian Music
Eschatology, Liturgy and Christology
Occasional Services, Readings, and Prayers
Named a 2012 PROSE Award Honorable Mention in the Nursing & Allied Health
Sciences Category! Named a Choice Outstanding Academic Title! "This is an excellent
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resource for nurses to learn about the various religious beliefs and practices and ways
to use this information therapeutically to enhance patient care. The consistent format
of each chapter also helps readers compare and contrast the various religions. This is
a must-have for any bedside nurse."Score: 97, 5 Stars--Doody's Medical Reviews
[Taylor] handles a tough subject professionally and realistically. I highly recommend
this practical book for students, nurses, and educators.--Journal of Christian Nursing
ì...a highly nuanced and insightful collection that challenges readers to consider at a
deeper level their own beliefs about the role of religion and spirituality in health care
and how people practice their faith within a complex multicultural society. This
reviewer finished the book hoping that non-nursing health care providers and
administrators would look to this text for an extraordinarily comprehensive guide to
respectful negotiation of religious (including atheistic) differences in settings of
vulnerability...Essential.î--Choice: Current Reviews for Academic Libraries Religion is a
significant aspect of human experience that can provide a framework for an
individual's response to a health challenge or transition. Individual religious beliefs,
or those of a patient's family or community, may influence health care decisions and
provide a means for coping. This book provides accessible and comprehensive
information about various religions, offering nurses insight into their patients'
religious beliefs and practices and thereby enhancing therapeutic care. The
centerpiece of this book is the compilation of information about diverse religions
written by highly knowledgeable religionists. The reference includes information,
formatted concisely and consistently, on a religion's history and theology; views on
health and suffering; explanations for disease; beliefs and practices related to
birthing, childrearing, and dying; healing rituals; corporate religious resources for the
sick; and more. Prefacing this information are chapters discussing clinical aspects of
addressing religion at the bedside. These include strategies for sensitive and
respectful communication about religion with patients, assessing a patient's religious
beliefs, supporting bedside rituals that are part of a patient's religion, and
understanding ethical and legal considerations. The book also provides a
comprehensive list of additional resources. Key Features: Provides quick access to
information about the 20-plus families of religions most prevalent among Americans
and others in English-speaking First World countries Presents practical and concise
information about various religions in a succinct table format Offers detailed
communication techniques for clinicians who are uncomfortable discussing religion
with patients Includes techniques for self-assessment of religious views and values
and how these can affect care Presents legal and ethical aspects of addressing
religiosity in patient care
This book takes the principles found in Constance Cherry's successful The Worship
Architect--in which she provided dynamic blueprints for designing worship
services--and applies them to special services in the life of the church. Cherry, a
worship professor and practitioner, offers theological reflection, practical guidance,
and suggested resources to help worship leaders and ministry students in training to
create meaningful special services related to the sacraments, life passages, and other
occasions. Cherry sets forth a process concerning worship design for special services
and demonstrates how this process is conducive to virtually any style of worship
practiced today in a myriad of Christian communities. She includes a model order for
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each service type, including weddings, funerals, baptisms, child dedications, Holy
Communion, and more. The book not only explains what leaders do in order to
preside at special services and how to do it, but also why they make certain choices.
Each chapter includes discussion questions, practical exercises, and a basic glossary.
This liturgical resource will help guide pastors and other church workers as they help
church members through the bereavement process. The Presbyterian Supplemental
Liturgical Resource (SLT) series includes liturgies that were used on a trial basis in
preparation for the development of the Book of Common Worship. Though
superseded by the Book of Common Worship, SLR resources remain valuable, both
for the variety of liturgical texts they contain and for the commentary on the text,
which contains rich historical, theological, and practical background.
Burial Rites for Adults, together with a Rite for the Burial of a Child
Steward of Stories
Understanding Prayer for the Dead
Evangelical Lutheran Worship
The Lutheran
New Rites for Christian Worship and Healing
This elegant resource offers more than 600 hymns that span the centuries
and the continents. It includes hundreds of familiar hymns and nearly 200
fresh expressions of the Gospel. Lutheran Service Book presents a
significant body of resources that faithfully proclaim our forgiveness and
life in Christ.
These newly authorized rites are intended to be a supplement to the
burial services in the Book of Common Prayer, adding a rich variety of
new material from many sources, including prayers for one who has died
in military service, for one of unknown faith, for an unbeliever, and for a
member of an inter-faith family. All of the major pastoral issues of the
Prayer Book rites are addressed from the reception of the body to the
consecration of the grave and the interment but with a freshness of
language in new texts that the speak to contemporary sensibilities.
CONTENTS Introduction with planning information Two vigil rites before
a funeral Rites for the reception of the body Collects, prayers and
readings for the burial service, including a celebration of the Eucharist
Rites of committal Burial of one who does not profess the Christian faith
Additional prayers Committal at a crematory A service of remembrance
Suggested hymns and songs
Death Liturgy and Ritual is a two-volume study of Christian funerary
theology and practice, presenting an invaluable account of funeral rites
and the central issues involved for compilers and users. Paul Sheppy
writes from direct experience of conducting funerals and of drafting
liturgical resources for others. In Volume II: A Commentary on Liturgical
Texts, reviews a wide range of current Christian funeral rites and
examines how they reflect both the Church's concern for the death and
resurrection of Christ and the contemporary secular demand for funerals
which celebrate the life of the deceased. The companion volume, Volume
I: A Pastoral and Liturgical Theology, proposes that the Church ought to
construct its theological agenda in dialogue with other fields of study.
Sheppy argues for a Christian statement about death that finds its basis in
the Paschal Mystery, since human death must be explained by reference
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to Jesus' death, descent to the dead, and resurrection. Using the three
phases of van Gennep's theory of rites of passage, the author shows how
the Easter triduum may be seen as normative for Christian liturgies of
death.
Commentary on the Lutheran Book of Worship
Liturgy for Christian Congregations of the Lutheran Faith
New SCM Dictionary of Liturgy and Worship
The Encyclopedia of Christianity
Bishops' Committee on the Liturgy Newsletter 1986-1990
Speaking to Silence

Caring through the Funeral is a guidebook to take pastors through the complete funeral
process, from the moment the call is received to the weeks following the funeral. More
than just a "how-to,” Caring through the Funeral uniquely addresses the funeral process
from the perspective of pastoral ministry—of pastoral caring throughout the time of
mourning, from the death through post-funeral grieving. Many times the funeral is the
most momentous means of pastoral caring for the bereaved, and often it is the only time
that the church has an opportunity to care for the family and friends. Gene Fowler
explores what pastors go through at each stage of the funeral process. Both descriptive and
conceptual, Fowler's practical advice, solid pastoral and theological grounding, and case
illustrations take pastors and student pastors through many issues: - the language of
loss—the vocabulary ministers need for this caring ministry - bereavement and grief pastoral care of family members - pastoral care of non-family members, including groups
within the church and community - the funeral as worship service, including a comparison
of our Protestant liturgical books and the elements that comprise a Christian funeral practical issues of planning the service, including sample services - funeral service as
means of caring for the bereaved and as a rite of passage, and the interrelationship
between funerals, mourning, and grief - how funerals often launch mourners on a spiritual
journey - questions asked by the bereaved - role of resurrection in pastoral care - pastoral
care after the funeral
Is death merely the cessation of life? Are our final years simply a wearing out of the body?
Are hospitals and funeral homes--the bureaucratic machinery of death--capable of
handling the profound spiritual dimension of dying? In The Last Passage, Donald Heinz
offers wise answers to these questions in a book that urges us to "recover a death of our
own" and to view our final years as a fulfillment, a "last career." Despite the recent spate
of books on death and dying, death remains a fact our culture tries desperately to ignore.
In other times and in other cultures, preparing for death was seen as an important
spiritual task--perhaps the most important task of our lives. Heinz argues that we can
reconceive of death, reinvest it with meaning, and save it from becoming a meaningless
biological event. Seeking appropriate models for such a reconstruction, Heinz offers a
fascinating overview of the many ways death has been envisioned and ritualized
throughout human history, from the Tibetan Book of the Dead to 15th century Christian
ars moriendi--manuals on the art of dying--and from Jean Paul Sartre to Elizabeth KublerRoss. He also surveys the more recent contributions of psychologists, anthropologists,
cultural critics, and death awareness advocates, whose efforts have largely failed to
integrate death into a larger human story and the larger human community. Finally, Heinz
shows us how we might create rituals through the use of music, visual arts, dance, drama,
and language that would enable us to approach death with reverence, as the spiritual
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consummation of our lives.
Historical Dictionary of Catholicism, Third Edition contains a chronology, an
introduction, a bibliography, the dictionary has more than 500 cross-referenced entries on
themes such as baptism, contraception, labor, church architecture, the sexual abuse crisis,
doctrine and theology, spirituality and worship, and church structure.
The American Lutheran
Implications for Patient Care
Called to Believe, Teach, and Confess
Enriching Our Worship 3
The Living Church
Historical Dictionary of Catholicism
Perspectives on Christian Worship presents in counterpoint form five
basic common beliefs on Christian worship that have developed over
the course of church history with a view toward determining which is
most faithful to Scripture. Each chapter is written by a prominent
person within each tradition, and each writer has the opportunity to
respond to each differing view.
"The Encyclopedia of Christianity is the first of a five-volume
English translation of the third revised edition of Evangelisches
Kirchenlexikon. Its German articles have been tailored to suit an
English readership, and articles of special interest to English
readers have been added. The encyclopedia describes Christianity
through its 2000-year history within a global context, taking into
account other religions and philosophies. A special feature is the
statistical information dispersed throughout the articles on the
continents and over 170 countries. Social and cultural coverage is
given to such issues as racism, genocide, and armaments, while
historical content shows the development of biblical and apostolic
traditions."--"Outstanding reference sources 2000", American
Libraries, May 2000. Comp. by the Reference Sources Committee, RUSA,
ALA.
"Lutheranism in America is a comprehensive history of the Lutheran
church and the Lutheran people in the United States. This
volume...presents the historical facts and interprets the general
course of events in such a way as to prevent the reader from losing
the main thread in a mass of details. At the same time this work
points the way toward advanced study. Beginning with the early
Lutheran church in New Netherlands, the author shows the relationship
between American culture and the Lutheran Church. He carefully
presents the development of this church in the light of historical
perspective, showing how the church and the nation were born in
America at the same time, grew up side by side and developed by
similar stages of progress. Dr. Wentz also shows how the Lutheran
church in America is an integral and potent part of American
Christianity, and its members a typical element of the American
nation." -- BOOK JACKET.
In Sure and Certain Hope
Reflecting on Tensions in Daily Discipleship
Blueprints for Weddings, Funerals, Baptisms, Holy Communion, and
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Other Occasions
Lutheran Forum
The Funeral
The Lutheran Witness
This unique volume offers a handbook for busy pastor, student or interested layperson
to better understand the use of Christian art and the history of its use in Lutheranism
since the time of the Reformation. The author states in the introduction to the book:
"The Lutheran Church was never an enemy of the art, neither the fine arts nor
industrialized arts. . . . The Lutheran Church, to confess its faith did not hesitate to
enlist the aid of pure and beautiful art forms, not only in the harmonies of poetry and
music, but also in archictecture, sculpture, painting, bronze work, wood-carving, and
embroidery." This book concerns itself chiefly with church architecture, but necessarily
also discusses the place of the fine arts in the construction and use of spaces
consecrated to the worship of the One True God: Father, Son and Holy Spirit, where
God's people are gathered to receive His gifts of grace and mercy through His Holy
Word and the Blessed Sacrament of the Altar.
Christian Music: A Global History was originally published by Lion Hudson in 2011. This
new edition has been substantially extended and updated. Dr Tim Dowley's wideranging survey includes contributions from nine additional experts. The book covers
the Jewish musical tradition; early hymns and psalms; music after Constantine; the rise
of music in the Orthodox tradition; Christian chant and the core of medieval music;
polyphony in the medieval and Renaissance eras; music and the Lutheran Reformation;
the rise of Catholic Baroque; the development of Anglican worship; Christian music in
Latin America; the Viennese tradition of liturgical and non-liturgical sacred music;
sacred music in the age of Romanticism; 19th-century hymns; the steadily developing
tradition of Christian music in Africa; sacred music and the concert hall; music and The
Salvation Army; the rise of carols; popular church music in the 20th century; the making
of the American Gospel tradition; Christian music in SE Asia; musical traditions in
Australia and New Zealand, and in the Pacific Islands; Christian elements in the rise of
folk and jazz; and the rise of the contemporary Christian music industry.
The multiple award-winning "Encyclopedia of Christianity" is a monumental five-volume
work presenting the history and current state of the Christian faith in its rich spiritual
and theological diversity around the world. The much-anticipated second volume
contains more than 300 articles written by leading scholars from around the world.
Caring through the Funeral
A Funeral Sourcebook
Lutheran Liturgy in Its Ecumenical Context
The Last Passage
Death Liturgy and Ritual
Hand-book of Lutheranism
Gathers information about theological terms, churches, altars, and vestments, worship
concepts, the rituals of various sects, marriage and baptism, and religious holidays and
television programs
Called to Believe, Teach, and Confess offers an overview of the major doctrines of
Christianity in a comprehensive, but accessible way. Written from a Lutheran perspective,
this book is a helpful resource to those within that tradition and to others who seek a deeper
theological understanding. Firmly rooted in Scripture, this book emphasizes the
interrelatedness of all Christian teaching, with its central teaching being the doctrine of
justification by grace through faith in Jesus Christ. This book is ideal as a text for university
students and other educated Christian adults who seek to expand their knowledge of God's
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revelation and its application in human lives. It introduces and uses classical theological
vocabulary and terminology, while offering clear definitions and application. Key terms,
study questions, glossary, and sidebars help make this a valuable resource. Suggested
readings from Scripture, the Lutheran Confessions and other secondary sources guide the
reader into deeper study.
All of the issues from the specified years covering official church dimensions of liturgy.
An Introduction to Doctrinal Theology
A Basic History of Lutheranism in America
The New Westminster Dictionary of Liturgy and Worship
Christian Art in the Place and in the Form of Lutheran Worship
A global history (revised and expanded)
Perspectives on Christian Worship

Throughout history, Christians have prayed for the dead both for continual growth of the faithful and for their
advancement from purgatory, and sometimes, even, for the
deliverance of the unsaved from hell. Understanding Prayer
for the Dead defends all three kinds of prayer. It
challenges Protestants, who seldom pray for the dead, to
begin doing so - and Roman Catholics and Eastern Orthodox,
who pray only for the Christian dead, to include the unsaved
as well. James B. Gould addresses the biblical credentials
of prayer for the dead and provides a historical overview of
such prayers from ancient Christianity to the current
practice of the three main branches of the Church. He also
discusses the logical assumptions prayer for the dead
requires - that prayer is effective, that the dead are
conscious, and that the afterlife involves change - and lays
out a theological framework for such prayers. Prayer for the
departed raises the most basic of theological questions,
matters that go to the centre of God's purpose in creating
spiritual beings and redeeming sinful humankind. The
argument, while revisionary in some respects, is orthodox,
ecumenical, and integrative, engaging a range of academic
disciplines so as to be biblically accurate, historically
informed, and philosophically reasoned.
Background on the development of Lutheran Book of Worship
and its suggested usage.
Evangelical Lutheran Worship, Pastoral Care
The Book of Alternative Services of the Anglican Church of
Canada
A Service of Witness to the Resurrection : the Worship of
God
The Lutheran Quarterly
Memoirs of the Lutheran Liturgical Association
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